
Administrators’ Message

The Lenten season begins during the month of March.  Preparation for
Easter is not nearly as exciting for children as the preparation for
Christmas, but is equally as important.  This year, during the Lenten
season, we invite you to reach out and give of yourself to brighten
someone’s day.  Here are some ideas for our École Our Lady of the
Prairies families during Lent:

● Write each other notes of encouragement
and love.

● Learn about the Easter story through books
or online bible channels for children.

● Make a card or an art project for someone in
your family.

● Reach out to extended family with a virtual
visit.

● Do something kind for the earth.
● Help someone in your family with a chore.
● Read a book to a sibling.
● Say something kind to friends and family members.
● Make a video to share with other family members, such as

grandparents.
● Go on a Lenten walk as a family.

Mme Lorraine Sylvestre         Principal

Mme Candice Doucet            Assistant Principal
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New Registration Applications
Online registration for new students for the 2022-2023 school year is available

on the ECSD website. We have received many registrations already - thank

you for telling your friends and family about us!

Returning Registrations
Current ECSD students, whether learning online or in-person, are asked to

complete the “Intentions for Next Year” in PowerSchool by March 17, 2022.

Please call or email the school with any questions, or if you are not able to

access your PowerSchool account.

Online learning options are also available for the next school year. Please

check the Genesis Catholic Online Elementary / Junior High School for more

information.

Twitter and Instagram Accounts

Follow us on Twitter at OLOPecsd

Follow us on Instagram at olopecsd

https://www.ecsd.net/page/1270/register-online-today
https://www.ecsd.net/1566/page/38281/open-house-information
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Winter Carnival Activities

École Our Lady of the Prairies students and staff had a great week celebrating

Winter Carnival. The students participated in a variety of activities including

Metis Finger Weaving led by Celina Loyer, master finger weaver, and Bryanne

Royer led students in French Canadian Dancing. Everyone enjoyed visiting

the Canadian Maple Shack for some delicious maple ‘tire’. There were also

opportunities to participate in outdoor games! Thank you to the SAC for

supporting this week and funding the visit to the Sugar Shack!

100 Days of School
Our students celebrated the 100 days of school by doing some 100-related

activities in the classroom, such as writing 100 words, reading 100 words, and

making a paper chain with 100 links. Students also brought in "100" projects,

which they presented to the class.
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Zoo School for Grades 1A, 1B, 1C
Our Grade 1 students enjoyed a week of Zoo School at the

Edmonton Valley Zoo. The students were able to explore and

learn about all kinds of animals including a wolf, reindeer and

of course our favorite elephant, Lucy! A special thank you to

our family volunteers who joined the classes on their special

adventure, and to the Edmonton Catholic Schools Foundation

for their generous support.
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WOW! Grade Ones had such an amazing time

at Zoo School, and we are so happy the Grade 1

students were able to have this experience! We

were able to explore the zoo in so many ways.

Each day of the week, we had the wolf, lemur,

and meerkat small group observations. We had

whole group animal observations with a

reindeer, a sand boa, a python, an armadillo,

and a burrow owl. We went behind the scenes

to see the seals being trained, how food is

prepared in the kitchen, feeding time for the

river otters and a meet and greet with Lucy the

Elephant. The students were given the

opportunity to ask the zookeepers any

questions they had about the animals. The students made a food enrichment

puzzle for the monkeys, and they were able to see the monkeys use their

puzzles. We were able to explore many animal artifacts such as animal pelts,

wings, antlers, and skulls. We explored the 5 senses and how each animal

uses their senses in a different way! We used our journals daily to sketch

animals, habitats, make observations, and so much more. Each student used

their best manners and respected all the animals, rules, and expectations!

Way to go Grade 1s!
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School Advisory Council
The purpose of the School Council is to promote the exchange of ideas and

involvement of parents and school staff in matters relating to school

programs and policy. Our School Council sponsors and supports many

fundraising activities in the school. The S.A.C. provides for parents and staff, a

vehicle for communication and an opportunity for positive support of the

educational vision of École Our Lady of the Prairies School. Our next meeting

is Tuesday, March 8th at 4:30pm. Watch for all the S.A.C. meetings as

everyone is invited to attend.

In-line Skating Residency
Alien in-line skating spent several weeks at

OLOP. Our Kindergarten to Grade 6 students

had a great time practicing and building their

in-line skating skills.  Way to go OLOP Leopards!

The students of 00E were so excited to try in-line skating. There were a lot of

falls, but more smiles as they took their time to move their bodies in a new

and different way!

4A had a blast doing inline skating for a

different activity for Physical Education.

Although there was plenty of falling, there

were plenty of giggles and improvements

with inline skating.
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Black History Month
February and Forever: Celebrating Black History today and every day. Our

students and staff dedicated the month of February to increasing their

knowledge and celebrating the accomplishments of many Black Canadians

who have contributed to Canada’s history and culture. We will continue to

honour, respect and reflect TODAY and EVERY DAY.

Some of our Grade 2 and 3C students participated in

making group presentations for Telé TV highlighting

some famous Black Canadians. The presentations

included:

• Felix Auger Aliassime - Canadian professional tennis

player

• Ruth Berne - local Edmonton singer

Grade 2/3 C also learned about and made art inspired by

Alma Thomas to celebrate Black History Month. The

students loved making this art and learning all about

Alma's life and work.
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Students in 5A created posters or slideshow

presentations to showcase famous Black People.

Some students chose athletes, politicians, musicians,

and more! Sharing these presentations with each

other and having meaningful discussions helped us to

learn more about important Black contributions to

our society today!

For Black History Month, 3B has been learning a lot about many important

people in our history and current day. In art, we learnt about Loïs Mailou

Jones and observed many of her paintings. We created a piece inspired by

her abstract and colourful art by using oil pastels.

Grade 4/5 students have been learning about powerful women and men of

colour who have changed our world! Students have had the opportunity to

read stories and biographies, draw notable Black community members, and

Grade 5s have taken a leadership role in teaching the Grade 4s about a special

person each day of this week!
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Kindergarten 00E read books for Black History Month and discussed the

importance of learning about all different kinds of people and how they have

impacted our country, city and communities. One of their favourite books has

been I Love My Hair by Natasha Anastasia Tarpley.

Class 1B learned about Lois Mailou Jones and how she was treated unfairly

due to the colour of her skin. Lois worked as a textile designer, however was

told by many people that 'nobody would believe that a black woman could

make such beautiful work.' She was often not credited for her designs. They

were sold as 'anonymous' rather than with her name on them. She then

decided to begin painting and creating pieces of art because she could sign

her name at the bottom of her work. Many of her pieces included her African

culture including masks and abstract art. She went on to teach art in

post-secondary institutions and her students often received praises on the

styles and techniques used in their artwork. In the classroom we talked about

fairness and injustice. The students came to the realization that Lois was

treated unfairly, simply because she was black. This helped us understand

why we celebrate BHM and why we are

learning about so many amazing people

who stood up for their rights and freedom!

Students used different templates and used

her work as an inspiration, by including their

own colours and patterns to their art.
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Students in 6B did a research project on famous Canadians for Black History

Month. We learned about amazing people such as Darnell Nurse, Jarome

Iginla, Hal Johnson, Ruth B, Amanda Parris, Drake and many others. They also

learned about various Black artists during art class and created various pieces

using pastels, crayons, geometrics shapes, organic shapes, etc. Some artists

include Reggie Laurent, Sanford Biggers and Jacob Lawrence.

In recognition of Black History Month, the grade 1C class learned about Tyree

Guyton and his vision to create The Heidelberg Project, an ongoing art

installation in the projects of Detroit.The grade 1's listened to Magic Trash is

the story of Tyree’s transformation of a dying neighborhood, the opposition he

faced, and how the residential neighborhood in Detroit became famous. It is

an inspiring story of urban renewal and the healing power of art and it

inspired the grade 1's to create their own Polka Dot Houses.
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Students in 6A spent the month of February researching important figures in

Black History. They practiced their presentations within our classroom, and

then they took action by volunteering to go to other classrooms around the

school and teach others about Black History.

Kindergarten 00E News
Making, identifying and extending patterns has been our focus in

numeracy. We have learnt what a core of a pattern is and how to

make a repeating pattern with colours, shapes, sounds or

movements. Students show their understanding in multiple centers

and art activities. They are quick to recognize patterns in their

environment and point them out to their peers!

Our classroom has changed recently with the inclusion of a loft and

new furniture. The students have loved exploring above and below

the loft and sharing their excitement with their friends. Having the

light table under the loft has increased the students’ play in this area.

In the morning with Mrs. Chadwick, the students have

been working on being kind and filling each other’s

buckets with kind words and actions. On Pink Shirt Day,

we discussed always being kind and even practiced our

drawing and writing with a little activity in our books.
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Grade 2A News
The students in Grade 2A have been working hard learning and developing

skills in all subject areas! They are extremely eager to learn and participate in

a variety of learning experiences. Here is a small glimpse of what we have

been working on in February!

In Language Arts, we are focusing on the reading strategy of predicting. The

students are learning the importance of continually thinking while reading by

predicting events that may occur in their book. The students have also been

learning about different consonant blends and have been quite successful

identifying specific blends during Daily 5 activities. The writing portion of our

Language Arts program has had a focus on short stories this past month. The

students are learning the different steps of the writing process (plan, rough

copy, edit and revise, publish) while creating stories with a beginning, middle,

and end. Going forward we are going to work on elaborating our ideas and

events by adding descriptive words.

In Mathematics, we have been practicing mental math strategies when

adding and subtracting to/from 18. The students have been practicing the

strategies of counting on/back, using doubles, doubles plus one, and fact

families during guided math groups, whole group activities, and math

centers. We have started practicing two-digit addition without regrouping,

and will be working toward being able to add and subtract two digit numbers

that require regrouping.

This past month in Social Studies we have been examining traditions that are

unique to our three communities of study (Meteghan, Saskatoon, and Iqaluit).

The students have been discovering the importance of sharing traditions and

how traditions help form cultures and communities.
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In Science, the students have been exploring Hot and Cold Temperatures.

They have been learning about the thermometer and have been practicing

reading temperatures in degrees Celsius. Next in Science, we will be learning

about different insulators!

This past month in Physical

Education we participated in 3 inline

skating classes from Alien Inline! The

growth that the students have

demonstrated throughout these 3

lessons is truly amazing!

In Religion, we have been discussing what Jesus was like as a boy.

Specifically, we have been examining the story of Jesus in the Temple.

Through this story students are discovering that as a boy, Jesus was much like

the other kids of his age at the time.

Grade 2A participated in a Social Justice project this month where we created

Valentine Cards for first responders in the Edmonton area. The students were

very eager to express their gratitude in their cards and to show the first

responders how much they appreciate them.

February was full of many fun and exciting theme days! We celebrated

Valentine’s Day, the 100th day of school, TWOSday (2-22-22), and Pink Shirt

Day. The students were engaged in a variety of themed activities that

correlated with learning outcomes for grade two and had so much fun! We

can’t wait for all the fun activities that are in store for us for the remainder of

the year!
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Random Acts of Kindness & Pink Shirt Day
Students from the Grade 6 Leadership Team worked hard creating posters,

bulletin boards, writing announcements, finding videos and coming up with

fun daily challenges to get students involved and excited about Random Acts

of Kindness Week. Our students and staff united and showed that they are

against bullying by participating in conversations and a variety of classroom

activities. This year's theme, Lift Each Other Up, is centered around the ideas

of diversity, inclusion and acceptance and our students continue to

demonstrate kindness and appreciation for everyone’s uniqueness.
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Grade 2/3 C made Valentine's Day cards with the Grade

2A class for paramedics in Edmonton. They loved them!

For Random Acts of Kindness Week, Grade 4/5 students

were encouraged to draw or create something for their

Secret Positivity Pal to brighten their day!

The French kindergarten students brainstormed the

qualities of a good friend using the sentence structure “un

ami…” The ideas they came up with were that friends help,

share, play, speak nicely, and invite others. The students

mixed their own shade of pink, painted a t-shirt, cut it out,

and added a sentence explaining what friendships are all

about.

For Valentine's Day, 3B students created Valentine cards for the

seniors at Touchmark to spread love and joy!
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March is Mois de la francophonie
In 2018, the Alberta Government declared March “Mois de la francophonie

albertaine” (Alberta Francophonie Month).

French is the mother tongue of almost 90 000

Albertans and over 250 000 can speak French.

École Our Lady of the Prairies is proud to offer

our French Immersion and French as a

Second Language programming as a way for

our students to learn and use French.

At École Our Lady of the Prairies, we will be celebrating the French language

and culture with song, dance, and art throughout the month of March.

Students can look forward to learning about French culture not only in

Canada, but around the world.

APPLE Ally School News
At École Our Lady of the Prairies School, we believe that a healthy school

environment is one in which all students have access to support, knowledge

and strategies on good nutrition, physical activity and mental wellness, giving

all children a chance for a healthier and brighter tomorrow.

This is why, from March-June 2022, and continuing in the future, we will be

incorporating various healthy lifestyle activities to our routine. Starting in

March, we will be introducing Mindful Mondays, Wellness Wednesdays as well

as Rainbow Fridays. Each of these will help students develop the tools and

strategies for a healthy mind, body and spirit.
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We are fortunate to have acquired community grants to

support a small nutrition program starting later in March as

well. Thank you to Edmonton Catholic Schools Foundation and

Superstore Power Full Kids Eat Well for their generous support

of our snack program.

We know that teaching and modeling healthy choices impacts

our students now and in the future. We are looking forward to

all the amazing things ahead as an Apple Ally School.

Here is a picture of our first Staff Wellness activity called “Healthy Selfies”. We

hope that by having students walk by and see their teacher modeling a

healthy mind, body and spirit, it will encourage them to want to try

something new and think about their health in new ways.

https://www.appleschools.ca/
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Numeracy Week
During the week of March 14th, Edmonton Catholic Schools is

celebrating Numeracy week. During this week, there will be an

increased awareness of the importance of numeracy skills in all

subject areas, not just math class.

The staff and students will be celebrating  this very special mathematical

week by taking part in a variety of numeracy activities. Numeracy will be

explored through arts, crafts, stories, math problem-solving activities..

Ash Wednesday
This Wednesday, March 2nd, is Ash Wednesday, the official

start of the Season of Lent.  Lent is a time to “Create

Ourselves Anew”.  It is a season for penance, reflection,

helping others and fasting in order to prepare ourselves for

Christ's Resurrection and for our own Redemption.  Often,

we are asked, why do we need a special time of year to

concentrate on these things . . . shouldn’t we always be

creating ourselves anew?  Of course, we should always work

towards being the best person we are called to be.  The Church recognizes,

however, that we are all human.  We do need special times to remind us what

it means to be a person of faith, a follower of Jesus.  Lent is one of these

special times.  Please join us in our Lenten journey of prayer, fasting, and

service.
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Virtual Celebration of Learning is March 16th
This year, all students in Kindergarten to Grade 6 will receive a progress report

(report card) at the end of the year only. Current information on your child’s

progress is always available in PowerSchool. If you are not familiar with using

the Parent PowerSchool Portal to track your child’s progress, a video is

available to lead you through the steps. If you are having difficulty with your

PowerSchool login, please call the office for assistance.

The Celebration of Learning (parent-student-teacher meetings) will be held

on March 16th from 3:15pm to 6:30pm. The Celebration of Learning will be

held through Microsoft Teams. Families will receive an email with the

booking link closer to the date.

This is a wonderful opportunity to share in your child’s accomplishments and

is an important part of our home-school partnership. École Our Lady of the

Prairies School staff members very much value the positive working

relationship we have with our parent community. We strongly encourage all

parents who have concerns about their child’s learning, be it academic, social,

or emotional, to contact the teacher as required. Do not wait until the

Celebration of Learning to advise the teacher of your concerns.

We look forward to celebrating your child’s achievements with you on March

16th!

Approved calendar for 2022-2023
ECSD has recently approved the district calendar for 2022-2023. A fall break is

included in this new calendar. It is available on the ECSD website, and a copy

is included at the end of this newsletter.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PH3N0tiVuw
https://edmontoncatholicschools.sharepoint.com/sites/PublicWebsiteFiles/Files/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2FPublicWebsiteFiles%2FFiles%2FDivision%2FDivision%20Calendars%2F2022%2D2023%20Division%20Calendar%20%2D%20Regular%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2FPublicWebsiteFiles%2FFiles%2FDivision%2FDivision%20Calendars&p=true
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School Hours 2021-2022
Grades 1 to 6 (English and French Immersion Programs)

ECS English Kindergarten Extended Experiences Program

\

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday Thursday

8:15am Entry Bell 8:15am Entry Bell

8:20am – 10:15am Instructional Time 8:20am – 10:15am Instructional Time

10:15am -10:30am Recess Break 10:15am -10:30am Recess Break

10:30am – 12:00pm Instructional Time 10:30am – 11:52am Instructional Time

12:00pm – 12:40pm Lunch Break & Recess 11:52am Dismissal

12:40pm Entry Bell

12:45pm – 2:00pm Instructional Time

2:00pm – 2:05pm Movement Break

2:05pm – 2:55pm Instructional Time

2:55pm Dismissal

ECS French Immersion Kindergarten 4-Day Program

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday

No class Thursday

Morning Class

8:15am Entry Bell

8:15am – 11:20am Instructional Time

11:20am Dismissal
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